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SELLING POINTS:
- "Intense, sincere, heartfelt - the first 
full length release from Providence, RI's 
VERSE brings to mind the likes of 
modern day BANE and yesterday's 
BURN."

- "Featuring ex-members of WHAT 
FEEDS THE FIRE."

- Over 300 copies promotional copies 
have been distributed to radio stations 
and music publications (both major and 
independent) by Invisible Youth Public 
Relations Company.

- Heavy advertising in national print and 
online magazines in the first 3 months 
following the record's release (featured 
advertisements in AMP Magazine, 
Skratch Magazine, and Maximum Rock 
N' Roll, all of which have 50,000+ 
national press runs).

- Prior to the CD's release, Verse 
already had two east coast tours under 
their belt. More touring is planned for all 
of 2004, including a full U.S. Tour in 
August to support the "Rebuild" CD/LP.

RELEASE INFO

The first full length recording from 
Providence, RI's VERSE is finally here. 
Featuring ex-members of WHAT FEEDS THE 
FIRE, this is 11 songs that will really make 
you feel the urgency to change yourself and 
change the world around you. The unique 
song writing and blistering vocal delivery 
found within this album possesses an 
uncanny ability to make a person THINK and 
maybe more importantly, make a person 
FEEL. There's just enough speed to remain 
intense, just enough melody to bring about 
emotion, and just enough pain and anger in 
the vocals to peak interest in a song and its 
lyrics. This record is for those of us that have 
been shut out by the world, for those of us 
who are angry and frustrated as hell with how 
things have turned out. This record is for 
those of us who remain part of this hardcore 
punk community because we want to make 
things better.  Available on CD or LP format.

Verse has already completed 2 full east coast 
tours and plans to tackle the entire United 
States with a full 4-week U.S. tour during 
August of 2004 in support of the "Rebuild" 
CD/LP.  In their two years together as a band, 
they've built up a following all over the 
Northeastern United States, sharing the 
stage with the likes of Bane, Champion, 
Desperate Measures, Mental, Death Threat, 
and many many more. Expect more domestic 
touring in 2004, with international touring 
prospects on the horizon for 2005.

"Rebuild" full length CD / LP

TRACK LISTING
1.   Rebuild
2.   Tear Down These Walls
3.   Painting Pictures
4.   Let It All Rust
5.   What This Means
6.   Saying Goodbye
7.   Searching
8.   Road Less Traveled
9.   We Must
10. Nothing More
11. Waiting On Revolution


